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ice of dust of all kinds "the light scattered from the mole'cules [of fould suffice to give us a blue sky, not so very greatly darker than actually enjoyed." And still later, King1 concluded that:
tie analysis of the present paper seems to support the view that at levels 5 Mount Wilson [1730 metersl molecular scattering is sufficient to account letely both for attenuation of solar radiation and for the intensity and quality r radiation.
bher the scattering be by fine dust, however, or by individual mole-, the theory is the same, and, as developed in Rayleigh's first paper, :antially as follows: et a beam of light of wave length X be incident,' say, to be definite,
the zenith. There will be little or no scattering from that portion e beam in free ether, as is obvious from the facts (a) that extremely nt stars are still visible, and (6) that interstellar spaces are nearly :. From the portion in the atmosphere, however, there is abundant al scattering by the innumerable particles of dust and molecules of sach of which is optically denser than the ether and so small in >arison to X3 that the applied force due to the light wave is practically :ant throughout its volume. Each such particle merely increases >cal inertia of the ether, and, thereby, since the rigidity is not affected, spondingly reduces the amplitude of a passing light wave. If, then, ce should be applied to each particle, such as to counterbalance the asing inertia, the light would pass on exactly as in empty space,
therefore, without scattering.    On the other hand, precisely the
force, but reversed in direction, if acting alone on free ether would ace the same effect that the disturbing particle produces. This.
obviously must have the same period and direction as the undis-id luminous vibrations and be proportional to the difference in al density between the particle and the ether. 'he only factors that conceivably can affect the ratio of the amplitude jattered to incident light are: direction, or, rather, angle between tions of force and point of observation; ratio between the optical .ties of the disturbing particle and the ether; volume of particle; nee from particle; wave length; and velocity of light. Hence, in >aring the extents to which lights of different colors are scattered, irst two factors may be neglected, since they apply in equal mea-to all. Furthermore, as the ratio in question, like all ratios, is a
number and, therefore, dimensionless, the last factor must be omitted,
it, and it alone, involves time. There remain, then, only the volume e particle, distance from it, and the wave length to consider. But,
the dynamics of the problem, it appears that the ratio of the two Phil. Trans., 212; 375, 1913.

